This collection of furnitures and homewares merged the aesthetic of Eastern and
Western which created a subtle composition of plywood, ceramic, textile, and
aluminium extrusion. “We were very inspired by the ever-changing living environment
of young generation in Asia,” said by Michael Young. “As the urban living space
getting smaller and blended, home is no longer a fixed idea for young customers.
This series of furniture and homeware is designed to be fitted in the corners of home
and not limited by the function of the place.”
The Cascade series and Geometric Corners carpet series are modular system which is
easily to be extended or subtracted according to the size of the place. While the
sitting system Ellipse series is designed slightly lower and wider to echo to the unique
lifestyle of lower level living space. “We hope to create products that interact with the
space and free young consumers from
The limitation of shrinking-size house.”
The technique of 3 dimensional plywood for Ellipse series is the beautiful result of the
collaboration with innovative Chinese manufacturer. Crafted using superior-quality
wood imported from Germany, this whole wood chair express the of the purity of
material and elegance of Asian aesthetic.
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Michael Young
Zens Design Consultant
Founder of the Michael Young Studio
A decorative mirror that breaks away from the everyday design of
mirrors.The ingenious bending design and the multi-faceted
appearance presents a deeper sense of space. This mirror shape not
only plays the role of decorating the home, but also uses the

As a leading figure in the field of international design, Michael Young

reflections to brighten the visual sense of the space. The aluminum

is a European designer who is now the most authoritative in “China

frame is sandblasted for a matte texture to make the mirror low-key

design”. Born in Sunderland, England, he graduated from the

and calming.

Department of Product and Furniture Design of Kingston University.
He achieved fame with the “Steel Wire Woven Series” and his works

This mirror comes in two sizes: the smaller one with only one bend,

have been collected by the Centre Pompidou and the Louvre. He

and the larger with two bends. It can be used with a small object to

founded Michael Young Studio in Hong Kong, and his designs are

quickly brighten up your space.

concerned with various fields from interior design, industrial design to
apparel design. Those works brought him a number of global awards,
and are put on display in museums all over the world.
——“All my design works are transcultural; they all show my respect
for each brand or culture.”

Geometric Corners (carpet)

I5500095-A

I5500096-A

I5500093-A

I5500094-A

I5500092-A

Carpet Brown M

Carpet Brown L

Carpet Apricot M

Carpet Brown S

Carpet Apricot S

Acrylic Fibers
922x1067mm

Acrylic Fibers
1844x2134mm

Acrylic Fibers
922x1067mm

Acrylic Fibers
918.5x665mm

Acrylic Fibers
918.5x665mm

Fold Mirror

Visage

H5500115-A

H5500116-A

A5500782-A

A5500783-A

A5500784-A

Mirror S

Mirror M

Flower Vase（Red）

Flower Vase（Blue）

Flower Vase（Black）

Aluminum+Glass
209x220x8mm

Aluminum+Glass
220x341x8mm

White pocelaine
51x110mm

White pocelaine
54x130mm

White pocelaine
56x120mm

Ellipse Table

Ellipse Chair

Perch

C5500090-A

I5500114-A

I5500115-A

Wooden Table-L

Ellipse Chair

Cushion-Thin-PatternA

Cushion-Thin-PatternB

Oak
1400x700x720mm

Plywood with oak
517x520x761mm

Sponge+Grass+Fabric
400x400x60mm

Sponge+Grass+Fabric
400x400x60mm

C5500087-A

C5500088-A

C5500089-A

Wooden Table-S

Wooden Table-M

Oak
520x420x240mm

Oak
700x700x720mm

Cascade

H5500149-A

H5500148-A

H5500147-A

Shelf-W60-L

Shelf-W60-M

Shelf-W60-S

Aluminum+Bamboo
600x300x900mm

Aluminum+Bamboo
600x300x600mm

Aluminum+Bamboo
600x300x350mm

